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Copper River Salmon and Alaska King Crab Salad.

music MARK KERESMAN

JAZZ / ROCK / CLASSICAL / ALT

Mia Doi Todd HHHHH
Songbook
City Zen

Mia Doi Todd is a singer/songwriter
from Los Angeles. As nearly every song-
writer at some point likes to pay homage
to his/her favorite songs writ by others,
Songbook is hers. It’s a nice mix of the
well known (Prince’s “When Doves Cry,
Sandy Denny’s “Who Knows Where the
Time Goes”) and the not-so-well-known
(“Careful You” by TV on the Radio), born

upon her soothing voice, which combines
folk music’s gentle earnestness and the
discipline of a classically trained voice
(not unlike that of Judy Collins). What’s
great about Songbook—aside from the
unaffectedly serene quality in/of her
singing—is the way Todd respects original
melodies and lyrics but gives them a fresh
coat of paint. She gives a reggae-flavored
lilt to the wistful “Who Knows…” along
with some sparkling electric guitar that
could’ve been on a Van Morrison album
circa 1972-74. “When Doves Cry” gets a
psychedelic glaze and she sings “Pancho
& Lefty” like a wise, hep grandmother re-
membering long-ago wilder times, with
guitars that shimmer like a desert sunset.
Join Mitchell’s “Circle Game” mixes Ja-
maica, Brazil, and OMD/Tears For Fears
synth-pop. There are subtle influences
from jazz, doo-wop, lounge-y rhythm &
blues, Caribbean sounds interwoven
throughout. In this daffy (I’m being nice)
world, this album is a tiny isle of calm, a
balm for the soul. (9 tracks, 37 min.) mi-
adoitodd.com

Aaron Tindall HHH1/2
Transformations
Bridge

While some people only talk about
the tuba, Aaron Tindall has the guts to do
something about it. Transformations is a
collection of four modern compositions
featuring the tuba. “Concerto No. 2 for
Contrabass Tuba and Symphony Orches-
tra” by Gunther Schuller, despite its
somewhat unwieldy title, is a fascinating
hunk of sound—the orchestra generates
some dark, turbulent, occasionally night-
marish shades (a tad Stravinsky-like) while
Tindall brings forth some mighty bellows
and some poignant cries, sounding al-
most like a French horn, then like unto a
man on a mountain playing God’s own
horn. David Lang’s “Are You Experi-
enced?” evokes the wry, pointed humor of
Frank Zappa’s classical compositions, with
the special added attraction of Tindall’s
horn run through some really scary am-
plification, plus droll narration (re: “Why
did I come to this concert?”) by Steven
Stucky. “Harmonien” for unaccompanied
tuba by Karlheinz Stockhausen, one of
the granddaddies of electronic music, is
almost folk-like in its melodic simplicity,
with Tindall exploring contrasting moods
without getting precious or wank-y. (In
other words, no “sonic exploration” for its
own sake.) If you think tuba belongs only
in marching bands (or New Orleans jazz),
listen up. (14 tracks, 72 min.)

Dear County HHHH1/2
Low Country 
pOprOck Records

While singer/songstress Arrica Rose
has a few platters under her belt, Low
Country is the debut from Dear County,
the band-project she co-leads Mark W.
Lynn—here’s hoping it’s an ongoing ven-
ture. There are a few places where the
styles/genres of country and soul inter-
sect/overlap and this set is one of them.
(Others include select recordings by Ray
Charles, Charlie Rich, Bobbie Gentry, pre-
superstardom Linda Ronstadt, etc.) Dear
County have an approach that’s exhilarat-
ing yet familiar and comforting—the
music is a blend of the crisp clean twang
of The Jayhawks and Neil Young’s more
country-leaning material; the songs have
subtle gospel influences and captivationg

melodic hooks, and Rose’s singing is,
dare I say, profoundly soulful. Her husky
warble is like unto a cross between Dusty
Springfield, Chrissie Hynde, and Shelby
Lynn. She brings such a glorious ache and
longing to “All I Regret” and “Ain’t It Pretty
(How a Heart Breaks)” that it gave this
jaded writer pause to shake his head in

admiration. Aging (and even young-ish)
sort-of-hepcats that say today’s music
doesn’t measure up to, say, the glory
years of 1965-1975 (arbitrary, but I’m
right) needs to hear this.

John Hammond HHH1/2
Mirrors
Real Gone Music

While he got props from critics and
blues and rock performers (including
Pops Staples, John Lee Hooker, and
Duane Allman), blues singer/guitarist
John Hammond remains something of
cult figure. Well, he’ll never end up like
Elvis or Jacko and we’ll have many good
blues albums to treasure. In the 1960s
Hammond was one of the first white
American performers to completely em-
brace both Delta and electric blues styles
and he’s still at it. Mirrors (1967) makes
its CD debut and while not essential, it’s
darn good: half electric Chicago blues and
half acoustic country/Delta blues, sung in

his passionate, rough-hewn style. The
electric portion features harmonica wiz-
ard Charlie Musselwhite and members of
The Band (pre-Dylan), the acoustic Ham-
mond solo. Hammond plays these styles
in a rather traditional manner with plenty
of chutzpah, singing from the heart/gut,
his vocals inspired by the ghostly moans
‘n’ wails of Robert Johnson (also occa-
sionally reminiscent of Hot Tuna’s Jorma
Kaukonen). The musicianship is sharp as
winter midnight and the acoustic tracks a
haunting juxtaposition of the sacred and
scary. (13 tracks, 40 min.)

Denny Zeitlin HHHHH
Early Wayne 
Sunnyside

Pianist Denny Zeitlin is both a jazz
musician and a practicing psychiatrist. So,
he keeps busy—but he made time in his
schedule to record a whole (live) disc of
Wayne Shorter compositions, and we
need to thank him for that. Shorter is per-
haps best known as saxophonist with
Weather Report and the mid-1960’s Miles
Davis Quintet. But he’s also as ace com-
poser too, with some of his becoming jazz
standards: “Infant Eyes,” “Nefertiti,” and
“E.S.P.” All those and more are included
here. Recording since 1963, Zeitlin’s style
presaged that of Keith Jarrett, assimilating
the classically-influenced lyricism of Bill
Evans and the envelope-pushing aspects
of Ornette Coleman (and more). Dr. Z
presents Shorter’s cerebral, occasionally
knotty—full of unusual but not off-putting
twists and turns of phrasing—yet warm
tunes in a luminous fashion, letting the si-
lence speak as much as the notes. Zeitlin
is a vigorous, two-handed pianist who
plays genially, then almost unspeakably
prettily, then can gently prick your ear
with gentle dissonances and deceptively
smooth tempo changes. Playing rhythmi-
cally, the notes roll like waves lapping the
shore. There are plenty of light and dark
shades herein, and while the overall vibe
is contemplative, Early never turns mopey
or meandering. Fans of jazz 88s—long-
timers and novices—will be on clouds
seven and nine with this. (10 tracks, 70
min.) sunnysiderecords.com n


